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Abstract
Optical biosensors for the detection of toxic species in aqueous media were developed via the
encapsulation of microalgae in sol-gel matrices. In a first step, the effect of cadmium(II), lead
(II) and anthracene on the chlorophyll a fluorescence intensity of Anabaena flos-aquae,
Chorella vulgaris and Euglena gracilis microalgae in suspension was studied. Complementary
ATP-metry measurements demonstrated a direct relationship between optical response and
pollutant toxicity, in a cell- and dose-dependent manner. In a second step, microalgae were
successfully encapsulated in silicate/colloidal silica nanocomposite matrices. However a
complete loss of cell response to pollutant addition was observed, despite the preservation of
cell viability. Introduction of low amount (5 mol%) of amine- or ethyl-bearing silanes in the
matrix formulation allowed for the recovery of the sensing capacity of the immobilized
microalgae, without impacting on the response time (30 s). Porosimetry and 29Si Solid State
NMR showed that the organic moieties are fully integrated into the inorganic network, tuning
the ability of the target pollutant to diffuse and reach the encapsulated algae. This versatile
strategy could be useful for the easy and fast assessment of contamination levels in polluted
waters.

.
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Introduction
Monitoring the impact of pollutants on the various forms of aquatic life is difficult because of
the differential sensitivities of organisms to a given pollutant, and the inability to evaluate the
long-term effects on ecosystems due to bioaccumulation in higher trophic levels [1]. In this
context, bioassays using well-identified organisms as sensing elements represent a powerful
approach for the measurement of toxicity in industrial effluents and environmental media.
Many bioassays based on bacteria [2], plant tissues [3], animal cells [4] and micro-algae [5-7]
have been developed over the last decades. In particular, the latter have been widely used for
toxicity assays because of their high sensitivity associated with a good reproducibility of results
[8]. Marine micro-algae are particularly promising as they have often developed specific
response to organic and inorganic pollutants, being also able to remove heavy metals and certain
toxic organic compounds without creating a secondary pollution [9].
In order to develop devices that are simple to use and able to stabilize biological sensing
elements, it has been proposed to immobilize microorganisms within solid supports, a process
called bioencapsulation [10]. The immobilization conditions have to be compatible with the
survival of the cells and the preservation of the biological activity involved the sensing event
[11]. Interest in the bio-encapsulation process has initially focused on gels formed by bioorganic
polymers, for obvious reasons of cyto/biocompatibility, and then in matrices based on synthetic
polymers [12]. However, encapsulation in polymers has certain disadvantages, in particular in
terms of (bio)chemical and physical stability and formation of macroporous gels favoring cell
leaching. The use of inorganic matrices obtained via the sol-gel process is another useful
method as it provides access to gels with controlled porosity that can show better chemical and
mechanical stability [13-16]. Moreover most cells do not have an enzymatic system capable of
degrading silica, favoring long-term preservation of the host.
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Several micro-algal biosensors based on the sol-gel bioencapsulation process have
already been described [17-20]. However, it would be useful to develop a versatile platform
that could be easily adapted to the nature of the cell and of the targeted pollutants. This calls
for a better understanding of the relationships between sol-gel materials, micro-organisms and
toxic species. In this context, we have selected here three different microalgal species and
studied their response towards three widespread pollutants, cadmium, lead and anthracene, first
in suspension then within silica nanocomposite matrices prepared by an aqueous route [21].
The response of the microalgae was monitored by chlorophyll a fluorescence and ATP-metry.
We found out that the chemical modification of the host material allows to achieve the fast
detection of the pollutants, in a matrix- and cell-dependent manner. Analyses of the organically
doped matrices by porosimetry and solid state NMR offer a detailed description of their
chemical and structural features, explaining how a minor introduction of organosilanes can have
a major impact on their affinity for pollutants and ultimately, on the cell response to their
presence.

Experimental

Cell culture
The used organisms are from the National Museum of Natural History (MNHN) in Paris. Two
eukaryotic species, Chlorella vulgaris (CCAP 211/11b) and Euglena gracilis (ALCP 217) and
one prokaryotic cyanobacteria, Anabaena flos-aquae (ALCP B24) were selected. A. flosaquae and C. vulgaris was grown in Bold’s Basal (BB) medium at pH 7.2, whereas E. gracilis
was grown in a mineral medium at pH 3.6 [22]. All culture media are sterilized by autoclaving
(121° C, 20 min, 220 kPa) before use. The micro-algae kept in erlenmeyer flasks were placed
in a growth chamber conditioned to 20.0 ± 1.0 °C and manually shaken once a day at least. The
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irradiance was adjusted to the optimal intensity for each strain through neon lights (30-60 μmol
m-2 s-1 photosynthetic photon flux (PPF) for cyanobacteria, 40-70 μmol m-2 s-1 for green microalgae). Algae were maintained in nycthemeral cycles of 16 hours of illumination and 8 hours
of darkness.

Immobilization method
Cell encapsulation was performed at ambient temperature according to the aqueous route of the
sol-gel process [21], using sodium silicate and colloidal silica as precursors (Fig. 1). Sodium
silicate (Na2SiO3, [Si] = 0.16 M , 1 mL) and LUDOX® HS-40 (12 nm SiO2 particles, [Si] =
1.66 M, 1 mL) purchased from Aldrich, were mixed to obtain a homogeneous silica solution.
A HCl solution (4 M) was then added dropwise to reach pH 6. An algal solution (1 mL)
containing ca. 107 cells/mL was immediately introduced under stirring at 300 rpm. The pH was
controlled again and adjusted to pH 6. The resulting solution was put in transparent cuvettes (1
cm width). The cellularized gel was left to age for 24 hours at 20°C, resulting in a silica
monolith. Hybrid matrices were prepared following the same procedure except for the
introduction of 5 mol% (relative to total Si content) of aminopropyl-triethoxysilane
(Si(OC2H5)3C3H6NH2, APTMS) or ethyl-triethoxysilane (Si(OC2H5)3C2H5, ETES) in the silica
precursor mixture before cell suspension addition.

Effect of pollutants on biological activity
The effect of toxic chemicals on micro-algae was tested with cadmium and lead as heavy metals
and anthracene as organic pollutant. Cadmium and lead, together with mercury, have been
identified as the most toxic heavy metals and their effect on environment has been widely
studied [23,24]. Anthracene belongs to the family of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),
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that are pollutants found in all parts of both aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems and their
accumulation also causes important troubles [25].
The stock solutions of Cd(NO3)2·4H2O and Pb(NO3)2 from Sigma Aldrich and
Anthracene (C14H10) from Prolabo were prepared with MilliQ ultrapure water and all test
solutions were prepared from the stock by dilution in Milli-Q water immediately before use. 1
mL of the test solutions (or 1 mL of distilled water for control samples) was added to 3 mL of
cell suspension or deposited on the top of silica gel monoliths of the same volume. Pollutants
were tested at final concentration of 1, 5, 10, 50, 100 and 500 µM. The exposure time was set
to 30 s and 30 minutes. After this delay, the photosynthetic activity was determined by
measuring the fluorescence intensity of chlorophyll a (exc = 640 nm; em = 680 nm ). The rate
of increase or inhibition in fluorescence after the exposure was determined as the difference
between the variation of fluorescence in the presence of analyte and variation of fluorescence
for control (in %). It was checked that no interference could arise between the fluorescence
spectrum of anthracene and that of chlorophyll a pigments.
The titration of ATP in cells is particularly interesting because it provides informations
about their metabolic activity. ATP-metry consists in assaying ATP produced by the cells
during respiration. ATP content allows to estimate the microbiological biomass because this
energy source is present in all living cells and the rate of ATP per cell remains relatively
constant [26]. It was recently shown that ATP-metry is well-adapted to monitor the viability of
silica-encapsulated cells [27]. Values are given in % of variation compared to cells in a
pollutant-free medium.
All experiments were performed in triplicate and results were expressed as the
arithmetic mean ± standard deviation.

Materials characterization
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Silica aerogels were prepared by supercritical drying of the hydrogels. In a first step, the
hydrogels were dehydrated by a series of immersion (15 min each) in aqueous solutions
containing 50, 70 and 90 % ethanol, followed by two immersions in absolute ethanol (96 %).
Then the recovered samples were introduced in the cold chamber (10°C) of a Baltec CPD 030
equipment and ethanol was slowly replaced by liquid CO2 using several injection/removal
cycles. Once all ethanol was removed, the chamber was heated to 40°C and the CO 2 in the
supercritical state was slowly removed.
The N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of aerogels were obtained at 77 K using a
Belsorp-Max instrument from MicrotracBEL. The specific surface areas SBET and
corresponding CBET constant were calculated according to the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET)
method using adsorption data in the relative pressure range from 0.05 to 0.25 whereas the pore
size distribution and average pore size Dp estimated using the Barret–Joyner–Halenda (BJH)
method by analyzing the desorption branch.
Solid state NMR studies were performed on a Bruker Avance III spectrometer operating
at 300 MHz for 1H and 60 MHz for

29Si.

7 mm zirconia rotors were spun at 5 kHz using a

broadband dual resonance 1H-X Magic Angle Spinning (MAS) probe. In the case of quantitative
High Power DECoupling (HPDEC) experiments and qualitative Cross-Polarization (CP),
SPINAL64 decoupling was applied during acquisition (ν1H=52 kHz) [28]. 29Si HPDEC spectra
were recorded using a 30° pulse and a recycle delay of 60 s and ~960 transients. {1H}-29Si CP
experiments were carried out with a 90° pulse a recycle delay of 1 s, a contact time of 3 ms and
2048 transients.. Two-dimensionnal (2D) HETeronuclear CORrelation with 1H homonuclear
decoupling {1H}-29Si DUMBO-HETCOR experiments were performed at 4924 Hz MAS rate
with 1 s recycle delay, 3 ms contact time, 24 µs DUMBO pulse at ν1H=66 kHz, 32 slices and
256 transients [29]. An exponential line broadening of 50 Hz for

29Si

and a cosinus

multiplication in 1H 2D dimension were applied, respectively.
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Results

Effect of pollutants on cell suspensions
The inhibition rate of fluorescence emission was evaluated immediately after the exposition of
micro-algae to pollutants (30 s) and after 30 minutes. Results for both times are similar and data
shown here and afterwards are after 30 s of exposition (Fig. 2a-c and Electronic Supplementary
Material Fig. S1 for selected fluorescence spectra). For A. flos-aquae, the inhibition of the
fluorescence emission was observed even for the lowest tested concentration (1 µM) of
pollutants (see data for low pollutant concentration in Electronic Supplementary Material Fig.
S2). Values for the various pollutants were rather similar, in the 20-22 % range. The inhibition
extent increased sharply with the increasing pollutant concentration to reach 51.5 %, 34.5 %
and 42.5 % for Cd(II), Pb(II) and anthracene, respectively, at 500 µM. The inhibition rates of
C. vulgaris at 1 µM after exposition to Cd(II) and Pb(II) were 29.5 % and 26.0 % respectively.
For anthracene a slightly negative variation (-0.14 %) was recorded suggesting an increase of
fluorescence emission after the exposition of micro-algae to the PAH pollutant but these values
remained within the measurement error. The inhibition rates reached a plateau for 100 µM for
anthracene and Pb(II) and continue to increase with an increasing concentration of Cd (II). At
500 µM, this micro-algae showed a higher sensitivity for Cd(II) than for Pb(II) (47.0 % and
37.0 %) and a slight decrease in fluorescence was observed for anthracene (- 4 %). Finally for
E. gracilis, the inhibition rate increased sharply with increasing concentration of Cd(II) from
29.5 % at 1 µM to 42.0 % at 500 µM. For Pb(II) and anthracene, the inhibition rates were
negligible (< 0.5 %) at 1 µM, and remains very low even at 500 µM (ca. 2 %).
The evolution of ATP produced by different micro-algae in the response to different pollutants
was also followed (Fig. 2d-f). For A. flos-aquae a decrease in ATP production was observed
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with the increase of pollutants concentration, especially for Cd(II). For C. vulgaris no variation
in the ATP level was noted for anthracene, and Cd(II) presented a higher effect than Pb(II) on
the ATP production. Finally, E. gracilis exhibited a constant production of ATP in response to
Pb(II) and anthracene, but an important decrease of the ATP level was noted in the presence of
Cd(II). These results are in excellent agreement with the previous data obtained by measuring
fluorescence inhibition rates.

Effect of pollutants on algal cells encapsulated in hybrid silica matrices
The three algal species were first encapsulated in a pure silica matrix. In all cases, the
fluorescence intensity after 24 h of ageing was similar to that of the cell suspensions, indicating
no significant detrimental effect of the encapsulation process on the photosynthetic activity of
the cells. When 1 mL of pollutant solution at 10 µM was put in contact with the cell-containing
gels, no significant change in the fluorescence intensity could be observed, whatever the algal
species or the toxic element (Fig. 3a-c and selected spectra in Electronic Supplementary
Material Fig. S3). Since the initial cell viability was preserved, we hypothesized that the silica
matrix inhibited in some way the transfer of Cd, Pb and anthracene from the supernatant
solution to the encapsulated cells, most likely due to interactions of pollutants with the internal
surface of the pores. Hybrid matrices incorporating ETES bearing an ethyl group or APTMS
bearing an aminopropyl side chain as a surface agents were therefore prepared and used for cell
encapsulation. For all cells and both matrices, no modification of the fluorescence intensity
could be detected after 24 h of encapsulation compared to cell suspension and pure silicaencapsulated cells, indicating that these organically doped hosts were still fully compatible with
the preservation of microalgae biological activity.
Fluorescence intensity curves are shown in Fig. 3b-d with selected spectra provided in
Electronic Supplementary Material Fig. S3. The resulting inhibition rates are gathered in Table
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1. In the amine-modified matrices, we noted no response of the cells to heavy metals. The effect
of anthracene followed the same trend as for cell suspensions, except for a systematic decrease
of inhibition rate by ca. 5 %, leading to negligible inhibition rates for E. gracilis. Such a limited
decrease indicates that anthracene is diffusing almost freely within the pores of the hybrid silica
network. This hypothesis is strengthened by the observation that these responses were observed
less than 1 minute after pollutant addition. ATP assays were also carried out for encapsulated
cells at different concentrations of anthracene. These results are in agreement with inhibition
rates, showing the decrease of ATP level for A. flos aquae (see Electronic Supplementary
Material Fig. S4). In contrast to APTMS, the silica gel functionalized with ETES led to the
absence of response for all cells in the presence of anthracene. However, all entrapped cells had
clear responses to heavy metals. As observed for the previous matrix, the inhibition rates were
systematically but only slightly (less than 5%) smaller for immobilized cells compared to cells
in suspension, leading to a non-measurable response of E. gracilis to Pb(II). Here again, the
response was fast and stable over 30 min of exposition of all cells with different pollutants.
ATP-metry also confirmed these trends (see Electronic Supplementary Material Fig. S4).

Characterization of the hybrid matrices
In order to understand the effect of the addition of silane coupling agents on the silica structure,
the gels were converted into aerogels using supercritical drying and characterized by nitrogen
sorption at 77 K (Fig. 4a). The shape of the isotherms gives information about the textural
characteristics of materials [30]. The isotherm obtained for silica gel with APTMS is of type II,
corresponding to non-porous or macroporous materials [30]. For other samples, i.e. unmodified
silica gel and silica gel with ETES, we obtained type IV isotherms, corresponding to
mesoporous materials (2-50 nm).
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Calculation of the specific surface area SBET and pore size distribution (Fig. 4b) from
these data confirm that the presence of silanes has changed the gel porous structure to various
extents. APTMS has a negligible impact on the specific surface area of the inorganic network
(SBET = 190 m2.g-1 and 185 m2.g-1 for pure silica and APTMS-silica aerogel, respectively).
However, the pore size distribution is broadened and extends up to the macropore domain (ca.
50 nm), in agreement with the sorption isotherm shape. In contrast, upon ETES addition, the
specific surface area increases by ca. 30 % (SBET = 255 m2.g-1) compared to the pure silica
matrix. In parallel, the pore size distribution is shifted towards smaller pores, Dp value being
ca. 3 nm compared to ca. 5 nm for pure silica. Examining the CBET parameter provides an
additional information. This parameter is related to the affinity of N2 for sorbent and can be
used to compare the hydrophilic/hydrophobic character of pore surfaces for closely-related
materials, such as hybrid silica-based systems [31-33]. In this context, the pure silica matrix
with the highest CBET value (CBET = 110) was the more hydrophilic, followed by the APTMSmodified one (CBET = 90) whereas ETES had the more hydrophobic surface (CBET = 50).
To understand further the modification of silica gels by silane coupling agents, they
were characterized by 1H and 29Si solid state NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) spectroscopy
[34]. The quantitative 29Si HPDEC NMR spectra of the nanocomposite silica gel and the two
modified gels show a signal at -111 ppm with similar intensity that corresponds to
Q4 (Si(OSi)4 silicate species) and a weaker signal at -101 ppm coming from Q3 (Si(OSi)3OH)
species (Fig. 5A). Some signals with very low intensities could be distinguished at higher
chemical shifts for the ETES sample (Fig. 5A(c)). In order to better characterize these signals,
{1H}-29Si CP was used as a selective but non-quantitative tool (Fig. 5B). Indeed, using this
pulse sequence, signals are enhanced according to their 1H proximity. Thus, for the pure silica
gel, the Q4 and Q3 peaks now have a similar intensity. For silica gel with APTMS and ETES,
these signals are also present with similar intensities but stronger signals are visible at
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approximately - 46, - 56 and - 66 ppm, corresponding to T1, T2 and T3 species, respectively.
These species correspond to Si atoms of the silane molecules linked to one organic group and
forming 1, 2 or 3 O-Si bonds with other Si atoms. One should notice that for all silanes, the
more condensed species (T3) seem to prevail over less condensed ones, suggesting a good
integration of these molecules to the silica network. When the different samples are compared,
the relative peak intensity suggest that ETES is more abundant than APTMS. Attempts to
perform thermogravimetric analyses of the different samples show no significant difference in
weight loss between the pure and hybrid materials, which could be expected for the low amount
of introduced silanes. Accordingly, FTIR spectra did not allow for an unambiguous
characterization of the grafted moieties.
In a step further, we asked if the silane molecules were bounded to the silicate species
or to the Ludox particles, or both. We focused on ETES-containing samples since this silane
was more abundant in the silica network than APTMS. For this, we prepared two additional
samples: a pure Ludox system and a ETES-silicate gel. Noticeably attempts to obtain gels from
ETES-silicates mixture were unsuccessful.

We recorded

29Si

HPDEC spectra of these

additional samples (Fig. 5A(d,e)). Considering first the Qn species in the absence of ETES, the
spectrum of the Ludox sample (Fig. 5A(d)) is very similar to the silicate-Ludox sample (Fig.
5A(a)), denoting that this spectrum is dominated by Ludox core particles. On the contrary, when
studying ETES-silicate system without Ludox, the silicon network is much less condensed with
an intense Q3 signal. Considering Tn species, the lower intensity of the corresponding peak
suggests that they are incorporated in a lower amount compared to the ETES-silicates-Ludox
sample. Altogether these data suggest that ETES interacts with both silicates and Ludox.
However the first situation seems to prevail, reflecting the fact that the probability for the three
reactive Si-O groups of ETES to form bonds with 3 other Si-O species is higher in silicate
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solutions, containing tetravalent silicic acid Si(OH)4 species, than on Ludox nanoparticles
where a maximum of 3 silanols groups on the surface can be involved in the grafting reaction.
To go further in this analysis, we established 2D maps of interactions between 1H and
29Si

NMR signals, as it allows to study the connectivity among all species (Fig. 6). The presence

of signals at the crossing of vertical dashed lines corresponding to specific peaks in the

29Si

spectrum (projection shown on the top) and of horizontal dashed lines corresponding to specific
peaks in the 1H spectrum (projection shown on the right) indicate that the chemical species
corresponding to these two peaks can exchange magnetization through space, i.e. are in close
proximity. The signal intensity is shown using a color scale, from blue (weak) to red (strong).
For Ludox sample, Q2, Q3 and Q4 species are correlated with protons in the 2-8 ppm region
(Fig. 6a), corresponding to silanol SiO-H groups. In silica nanoparticles, Q4 species are located
within the core of the particles. Q3 species are mainly located on their surface, although the core
structure is not fully condensed and can also incorporate some OH on Q3 silicon atoms. Finally,
Q2 species are expected to be localized on the surface in a very large majority. As a result, Q 2
and Q4 exhibit different 1H signals. While core OH near Q4 are at 3.7 ppm, surface OH near Q2
are at 4.7 ppm, indicating stronger H-bonds [35]. Similarly, core Q4 and core Q3 29Si chemical
shifts (-111.3 and -101.5 ppm, respectively) are slightly different from near surface Q4 and
surface Q3 (-109.8 and -99.9 ppm, respectively), as also evidenced when superimposing CP and
HPDEC spectra (not shown). Thus, there is a complex network of interactions between silicon
Q3 atoms and protons, resulting in a broad cross-peak region. Nevertheless, it can be noted that
the correlation signal is more intense for Q3 species than for Q4, in agreement with the presence
of one remaining SiOH group in the former.
Moving to the ETES-silicate system, the 1H spectrum shows an additional band at
1.2 ppm corresponding to the aliphatic protons of the CH3CH2-Si ethyl chain of the
organosilane (Fig. 6b). Concerning the 1H peak at 4.5 ppm, it exhibits a much narrower
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lineshape than on Ludox sample, which would suggest H-bonded water rather than OH. Indeed,
it should be reminded that silicates have non-protonated Q3-O- which can be involved into such
a H-network. Considering the cross-peak region, Q4 species correlate mostly with the ethyl
groups and Q3 with water although Q3-ethyl and Q4-silanol correlations are also detected. This
indicates that the organosilane is well incorporated within the silica network. Focusing on the
Tn region (-55.5 and -63.0 ppm on the 29Si spectrum), we observed a strong correlation of the
Si atoms of the organosilanes with their ethyl chain, as expected. Moreover, Q3-ethyl and Q3water have noticeably different 29Si chemical shifts (-101.5 and -99.9 ppm, respectively). This
suggests high cross-linking of ETES and silicates with the presence of ETES-rich hydrophobic
pockets.
Finally, the ETES-silicates-Ludox material is mainly a superimposition of the two
previous 2D spectra (Fig. 6c). Nevertheless, two additional observations can be made. First Tn
signals now show some cross-peaks at δ1H=4.5 ppm, which can correspond both to surface OH
groups from Ludox and to water near silicate. Here it must be underlined that Q 3 peak at
δ1H=4.5 ppm is not as sharp as on ETES-silicate sample, indicating either a lowr water amount
or a decreased water mobility. When looking carefully to the 2D map, a correlation is present
between T2 and OH at δ1H=3.7 ppm which can only be attributed to core Ludox OH groups.
This is a clear evidence that some ETES molecules are grafted at the surface of Ludox particles.
Second, Q3 and Q4 species are both correlated with silanol and ethyl chains. Each of these four
peaks exhibits a shoulder characteristic of multiple environments. One can thus identify both
ETES-silicate and ETES-Ludox peaks. Altogether, it strongly supports our previous
assumption that ETES is present both on the surface of Ludox particles and within the silicate
network.

Discussion
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Cell-based biosensing materials design relies on three elements: (i) an analyte-responsive cell,
(ii) a solid-state support for these cells and (iii) a robust (i.e. sensitive, reproducible and, if
possible, easily available) detection method.
Prokaryotic and eukaryotic microalgae are well-known to be high sensitive to heavy
metal exposure but their response varies with the species and, similarly, various metals may
cause different responses within same species. Our study confirmed this fact: (i) the highest
effect was found for Cd(II) for all micro-algae, with the cyanobacteria being the more sensitive
to this species (ii) Pb(II) presented a similar effect on A. flos-aquae, and C. vulgaris while E.
gracilis showed no sensitivity to this pollutant. The half maximal inhibitory concentration
(IC50) of cadmium and lead towards A. flos-aquae was reported to be 1.25 M and 5 M,
respectively, after 3 days of contact [36]. We found here an IC50 of 500 M for Cd and the 50
% inhibition threshold was not reached for Pb at this concentration but after only 30 s, making
direct comparison difficult. From a physiological point of view, it was shown that Cd was
accumulated in A. flos-aquae, resulting in the alteration of the ultrastructure of thylakoids [37].
These reports correlate very-well with our observations of the strong perturbation of the
photosynthetic pigments of A. flos-aquae in the presence of Cd(II). The inhibition of growth of
the green micro-alga C. vulgaris by heavy metals in both dose and time dependent-manner was
also reported [38]. For example, in treatments at 5 M, Cd(II) was found more toxic than Pb(II)
after 24 h [39]. Here, the difference in the impact of the two ions became significant at higher
doses (100 M), as expected for a much shorter exposition time. Finally, our study of E. gracilis
showed a high sensitivity for Cd(II) and almost no response to Pb(II) exposition. This result
confirmed the work of Navarro et al. [40], showing that Cd(II) induced significant toxic effects
to this species above 50 M while Pb2+ was almost ineffective up to 1000 M.
It has been suggested that the hydrophobicity of low molecular weight PAHs, such as
anthracene, allowing for its incorporation within cell membranes, is a key property driving their
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cytotoxic effect [41]. However, very few papers have described the effect of anthracene on
micro-algae [42], none of them being related to species chosen in our study. A comparative
study of three different species of cyanobacteria showed that anthracene at dose of ca. 150 M
can decrease chlorophyll a amount down to ca. 80 % after a 4-days exposure [43]. Our study
showed that at this concentration the cyanobacteria A. flos-aquae react to anthracene with ca.
35 % of inhibition rate after 30 s, while E. gracilis seems not to be sensitive to this PAH. Finally
for the green algae C. vulgaris, an increase in fluorescence was observed, suggesting that the
stress induced by anthracene is different from the one induced by metal ions for this specific
species.
In this context, ATP-metry reveals to be a highly complementary technique to
understand the effect of the pollutants on the cellular activity. While chlorophyll a fluorescence
gives information on the photosynthetic apparatus of the microalgae, the level of ATP within
the cell reflects its global metabolism. The overall excellent correlation obtained here between
these two techniques therefore evidences that the monitored decrease in fluorescent intensity is
a reliable indication of the pollutant cytotoxicity. Meanwhile, the observed increase in
fluorescence intensity upon anthracene addition to E. gracilis is not correlated to a significant
modification of the ATP level, suggesting that for this microalgae anthracene interferes more
specifically with the photosynthetic process.
Overall, we could show here that the selected algal cells could respond in a measurable
manner to one or several of the tested pollutants in a short amount of time (less than 30 s). They
therefore constitute interesting organisms for the development of biosensors. In a next step, we
have studied how these responses are affected by their encapsulation in silica gel. The purely
inorganic material revealed to be well-adapted to cell immobilization, as both the chlorophyll a
fluorescence and ATP production level were similar to that of cell suspensions after 24 h.
However, encapsulated cells showed no response to the addition of Cd(II), Pb(II) and
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anthracene added at a 10 M concentration. Such an effect could be expected for metal ions as
their strong tendency to adsorb on the negatively-charged surface of silica are already wellknown [44] (Fig. 7a). However, the absence of response for anthracene was more surprising as
its hydrophobic character makes it very unlikely to interact with the hydrophilic surface of the
inorganic pores. In fact, one possible explanation is that the porous network of the silica gel is
too hydrophilic to allow anthracene diffusion. This hypothesis is supported by a previous report
showing that hydrophobic molecules produced by silica encapsulated cells were rapidly
expelled from the inorganic network and accumulated in the gel supernatant [45].
The introduction of organosilanes within the sol-gel formulation appears as a suitable
approach to address this issue. From a chemical perspective, the here-used nanocomposite silica
gel is formed by the polymerization of silicates species (i.e. polysilicic acids, OH-(SixOy(OH)z)OH) via condensation of silanol groups (eq. 1):
OH-(SixOy(OH)z)-OH + OH-(SixOy(OH)z)-OH  OH-(Si2xO2y+1(OH)2z)-OH + H2O

(1)

The colloidal silica nanoparticles (SiO2)c are trapped within this network and the condensation
between the silanol groups of the particle surface and silicates is also possible (eq. 2) [46]:
(SiO2)c-OH + OH-(SixOy(OH)z)-OH  (SiO2)c- O-(SixOy(OH)z)-OH

(2)

When organosilanes (R-Si(OC2H5)3), with R = C3H6NH2 (APTMS) or C2H5 (ETES) are
introduced in the aqueous formulation, they first undergo hydrolysis (eq. 3):
R-Si(OC2H5)3 + 3 H2O  R-Si(OH)3 + 3 C2H5OH

(3)

These species can then condense with silicates (eq. 4)
R-Si(OH)3 + OH-(SixOy(OH)z)-OH  R-(Six+1Oy+1(OH)z+2)-OH + H2O

(4)

and/or with silica nanoparticles (eq. 5).
(SiO2)c-OH + R-Si(OH)3  (SiO2)c-Si(OH)2-R + H2O

(5)

Thus, they can perturb both the silicate-based matrix and the silicate/colloidal silica interface.
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When APTMS was incorporated in small amount to the gel, as evidenced by solid state
NMR, the encapsulated cells recovered their initial sensitivity to anthracene whereas metal ions
still had no effect on these cells. From a structural point of view, this silane only slightly
decreases the specific surface area of the silica network while inducing the formation of much
larger pores, two evolutions that cannot explain the observed modifications in pollutant
diffusion. From a chemical perspective, additional amino groups can contribute to Cd(II) and
Pb(II) binding to the surface, explaining why they still cannot be detected by the immobilized
cells [47] (Fig. 7b). Considering anthracene, it is interesting to note that the CBET value is
smaller in APTMS-containing gels compared to pure silica gels. This means that the
hydrophilicity of the pores has decreased and may therefore become compatible with the
diffusion of anthracene from the supernatant to the encapsulated cells.
ETES addition of the sol-gel formulation led to its efficient incorporation within the
inorganic network. 2D correlation NMR spectra indicate that this silane is incorporated not only
in the silicate matrix (eq. 4) but also at the surface of the nanoparticles (eq. 5). This can explain
why, despite the low amount of introduced ETES, it can induce significant changes in the
porous structure and surface chemistry of the nanocomposite hydrogel. As expected, the
incorporation of ETES also leads to a CBET value that is smaller to that of both pure silica gels
and APTMS-modified materials. Noticeably, CBET value for a mesoporous silica material after
calcination was reported to be ca. 95, close to the value (110) found for the pure silica gel, while
after grafting propylsilyl groups it decreased to 68, in fair agreement with the CBET = 50 value
found here for the ETES-modified aerogel.33 In this condition, the surface adsorption of the
metals is hindered allowing for their diffusion and detection by the encapsulated cells (Fig. 7c).
On the contrary, the more hydrophobic character of the surface is expected to favor anthracene
adsorption, hindering its efficient transport to the entrapped organisms.
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Having identified pollutant-sensitive cells and engineered encapsulation matrices
compatible with their preserved activity, the question of the detection method must be raised.
On the one hand, the correlation between ATP-metry and fluorescence measurements
demonstrated that the latter provide a reliable indication of the presence of toxic species in
water. Moreover, due to the good transparency of the gels, such an optical method is welladapted to silica-encapsulated cells. However, two important points need to be investigated
further. First, the smallest concentration of pollutant studied here is 1 M. While the response
of cell suspension was already significant (ca. 20 % of fluorescence inhibition), investigation
of lower doses is necessary to determine the limit of detection of the method. Noticeably,
although the encapsulation matrix, once suitably modified, led to a maximum decrease of 5 %
in the fluorescence intensity in the presence of pollutants at 10 M, it can be expected that
surface adsorption phenomena may become more crucial when this concentration is decreased.
This can impact on the limit of detection as well as on the existence of a linear dose-response
regime. Hence the here-developed materials may at this stage be more useful as indicators of a
global level of contamination rather than for the precise determination of a given pollutant. In
this context, the choice of appropriate organosilanes should allow an easy discrimination
between inorganic and organic contaminants. Another important aspect that need to be
investigated is the stability of the cellularized material. Whereas previous reports have shown
a good preservation of silica-encapsulated over month-periods in a wet state, the possibility to
obtain a stable and active system in the dry state remains highly challenging.

Conclusion

Microalgae-based solid biosensors allowing for the rapid detection of toxic metals and organics
in water were successfully obtained via a hybrid sol-gel chemistry approach. Of particular
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interest is the demonstration that the introduction of small amounts of organosilanes can have
a strong influence on the transfer of pollutants from the solution to the encapsulated cells
without perturbing their biological activity. This points out that the design of whole cell
biosensors based on immobilization processes requires to pay a balanced attention to the
biological and material partners, ultimately establishing new bridges between bio- and chemiodiversity.
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Table 1. Fluorescence inhibition (in %) for the three microalgae in solution and within hybrid
matrices for 10 M pollutant solutions
Cd(II)

Pb(II)

Anthracene

solution

APTMS

ETES

solution

APTMS

ETES

solution

APTMS

ETES

A. flos-aquae

28.5

0

24.5

23.5

0

22

27

24

0

C. vulgaris

33.5

0

31.5

29.5

0

26.5

-2.5

0

0

E. gracilis

33

0

31.5

1.5

0

0

1.5

0

0
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Figure captions
Fig. 1 Overview of the encapsulation route
Fig. 2 Effect of Cd(II), Pb(II) and anthracene addition to (a,d) A. flos-aquae, (b,e) C. vulgaris
and (c,f) E. gracilis suspensions as monitored by (a-c) inhibition of chlorophyll a fluorescence
and (d-f) ATP-metry.
Fig. 3 Effect of pollutants on (a) A. flos-aquae,, (b) C. vulgaris and (c) E. gracilis encapsulated
in a pure silica gel, (d) anthracene on cells encapsulated in APTMS-modified gels, (e,f) Cd(II)
and Pb(II) addition on cells encapsulated in ETES-modified gels on chlorophyll a fluorescence
intensity. All pollutants were at a 10 M concentration. Arrows indicate the time of pollutant
addition.
Fig. 4 (a) N2-sorption isotherms at 77 K of the pure and modified silica aerogels and (b)
calculated pore size distribution.
Fig. 5 (A) HPDEC-MAS

29Si

and (B) {1H}-29Si CP MAS (contact time = 3 ms) NMR spectra

for various aerogels
Fig. 6 2D {1H}-29Si HETCOR correlation spectra (contact time = 3 ms) for (a) Ludox-only, (b)
ETES-silicates and (c) ETES-Ludox-silicates aerogels. Symbols indicate the proposed
attribution of cross-peak signals to Si atoms originating from Ludox (), silicates () and ETES
().
Fig. 7 Schematic representation of the proposed fate of anthracene and metal ions in contact
with (a) the pure silica gel, (b) the APTMS-modified gel and (c) ETES-modified gel
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